s Abstract Division of labor is one of the most basic and widely studied aspects of colony behavior in social insects. Studies of division of labor are concerned with the integration of individual worker behavior into colony level task organization and with the question of how regulation of division of labor may contribute to colony efficiency.
INTRODUCTION
Social insect colonies are groups of individuals that live together and reproduce as a unit. The colony represents a level of organization above the individual organism with its own characteristic morphology, behavior, internal organization, and life history pattern (119, 121) . Social insect biologists face the challenge of integrating between the individual and colony levels of organization. Recognizing this challenge, EO Wilson declared that "the reconstruction of mass behavior from a knowledge of the behavior of single colony members is the central problem of insect sociology" (121, p. 227 ).
Classical models of colony organization focused on the adaptive value of social structure (73, 120, 125, 126) . More recently the focus has shifted to the mechanistic processes that generate colony organization and behavior. Recent models treat the social insect colony as a self-organized, decentralized system in which behavior emerges from the independent actions and decisions of workers. Selforganization models have been used to describe numerous colony processes, including homeostasis (15, 118) , mass action responses (8, 18, 19, 23, 24, 65) , and colony construction (8, 59) .
Division of labor, in which different workers specialize on subsets of the tasks performed by a colony, is one of the most prominent features of social insect colony behavior (73, 121, 127) . Our purpose is to discuss current models of the proximate mechanisms of division of labor and to assess the present and future contributions of models to our understanding. In the sections ahead we first provide the necessary background on division of labor and highlight some of the key issues facing researchers in this area. We describe and critique the current models, proceed to a review of the empirical evidence, and conclude by summarizing the state of the art and offering our own view of prospects for the future.
DIVISION OF LABOR AND ITS CAUSES

What is Division of Labor?
Division of labor is fundamentally a stable pattern of variation among workers within a colony in the tasks they perform (73) . We can characterize it more precisely by saying that (a) each worker specializes on a subset of the complete repertoire of tasks performed by the colony, and (b) this subset varies across individual workers in the colony.
Two general patterns of division of labor are recognized in social insects: temporal polyethism, or age-correlated patterns of task performance, and morphological polyethism, in which a worker's size and/or shape is related to its performance of tasks. Temporal polyethism is widespread in social insects and invariably follows the pattern of young workers performing tasks within the nest and older workers performing outside tasks such as foraging and defense (reviewed in 89). Morphological polyethism is found in termites and in those ant species with distinguishable subcastes within the worker caste (73) . Patterns of morphological polyethism are variable; one generalization that appears to hold is that the more extreme subcastes, in either size or morphology, have more specialized behavior and narrow repertoires (73) . The most common specializations are for defense and foraging. Other roles of morphologically specialized workers include food processing and food storage (46) .
Much early work on division of labor was devoted to discovering correlations between behavior and worker age or morphology and to defining behavioral "castes" on the basis of these correlations (73, 98, 125, 126) . This approach has been invaluable for studies of the ecology of division of labor, but it is not sufficient for studies of mechanisms of division of labor, for at least two reasons. First, much of the variation in task performance among individual workers occurs independently of age or morphological variation (4, 10, 12, 40, 60) . Second, under normal conditions a worker's age and/or size may be good predictors of the tasks that worker is likely to perform, but workers often respond to changes in the social environment by varying task performance independently of specific age or size constraints. For example, "single-cohort" honey bee colonies, comprised of workers that are all the same age, differentiate into hive workers and foragers, following the pattern of a normal colony (92) . Third, as colony labor demands change, workers show behavioral flexibility, either performing tasks not previously seen in their repertoires or switching from one task to another (41, 89) . Though there are examples in the literature of lack of flexibility (e.g. 66, 123) , in the absence of more evidence it seems reasonable to assume as a working hypothesis that the workers of most social Hymenoptera are totipotent (able to perform all tasks) except for reproduction (64, 121) . Thus, models of division of labor must incorporate both variation in task performance among workers and individual worker flexibility.
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Figure 1
Factors known or hypothesized to affect individual workers decisions to perform tasks. The figure is divided into internal and external regions, meaning within and outside the worker. Numbers on the arrows indicate effects that are included in each type of model: 1, response thresholds; 2, information transfer; 3, self-reinforcement; 4, social inhibition; 5, foraging for work; 6, network task allocation.
How Do Individual Workers Choose Tasks?
The decision of an individual worker to perform a task lies at the heart of division of labor. Figure 1 shows factors that are known or hypothesized to affect individual task performance. We divide these into internal and external factors, based on whether they are generated as a result of the internal state of the individual or via interactions with the colony environment. Internal factors include genetic, neural, and hormonal factors and the effects of experience; external factors include the stimuli that elicit task performance and worker-worker interactions that communicate task needs. Obviously, internal and external conditions interact. For example, interactions with other workers may affect an individual's motivational state, and performance of a task may increase its intrinsic probability of performing that task again. In turn, performance of a task by a worker affects the stimuli perceived by the rest of the colony. Thus, there are more connections and feedback loops between these factors than we have drawn.
Current experimental and theoretical approaches to the problem of individual task choice are encompassed by three specific questions:
1. What are the decision rules that workers follow in performing tasks? One way of understanding division of labor is to find phenomenological rules-that is, rules that describe the behavior without reference to mechanisms-that can account for the behavior patterns of individual workers (e.g. 93, 113).
2. How do workers obtain information about task needs? Task performance is a response by the worker to the environmental information it perceives. For any given task, workers may gain information from local stimuli within the nest or through interactions with other workers or both (e.g. 42, 48).
3. What internal mechanisms underlie the behavioral rules for task performance? Both genetic and hormonal effects have been shown to be important (e.g. 57, 68, 92) , and studies are beginning to venture into the nervous system (e.g. 96, 97, 117, 128) .
Integrating from the Individual to the Colony
Colony organization emerges from the decisions and actions of individual workers, and the consequences at the colony level of a particular behavioral rule or mechanism are in general too complex to be guessed intuitively or visualized. For example, individual workers can vary in their task repertoires and in how much they specialize on one or a few tasks. Colony-level patterns include the sizes of task groups, the patterns of overlap among task groups (122) , and short-term task allocation (41) . The models we discuss attempt to link the patterns of task performance at the individual and colony levels.
MODEL DESCRIPTIONS
We describe six classes of models, based on their main hypotheses about the causes of division of labor: response threshold, integrated information transfer, self-reinforcement, social inhibition, foraging for work (FFW), and network task allocation models. The response threshold, self-reinforcement, and social inhibition models address the question of how workers vary in their responses to information about a task. The FFW and network models seek to explain behavioral variation in terms of the flow of information about task needs and the local information available to each worker. The threshold-information transfer model examines how integrated effects of genetic variation in response probability and of information flow affect individual worker behavior. In this section we describe each class of model and the specific variations that have been published, and we indicate how the various models are related. In Figure 1 , numbers on the arrows indicate which factors are invoked as causes in each model, showing that the various models emphasize different subsets of the list of possible causes.
Response Threshold Models
Response threshold models are framed around the hypothesis that workers have internal thresholds for responding to task-specific stimuli and that variation in task thresholds among workers in a colony generates division of labor (93) . Thus, in Figure 1 , threshold models relate the internal threshold, the perceived stimulus, and the decision to perform a task. These models postulate that tasks are performed in response to specific stimuli and that a worker performs a task when a stimulus exceeds its internal threshold. The behavioral program of a worker includes a response threshold for every task in the repertoire, and it is assumed that the "default state" of a worker is to remain quiescent and not to attempt to perform any task (76, 93) . Variation among workers in response thresholds could come from many sources, both fixed and variable. For example, the model as proposed by Robinson & Page (78, 93) assumes that genotypic differences are responsible for most of the variation.
Variation in response thresholds generates a system that combines individual task specialization and colony task flexibility. The subset of workers with lowest thresholds performs a given task even at low stimulus levels; they become the specialists for that task (93) . However, because all workers have some threshold for a task, higher stimulus levels result in the recruitment of additional workers into a task group. The response threshold model incorporates a negative feedback loop in which the performance of a task by a worker decreases the stimulus level for that task. Thus, if one worker has a lower threshold for a task than another worker, it not only is likely to respond sooner to the task, but it reduces the stimulus levels for that task so that they may never reach the second worker's threshold (76, 77) . As a result, small intrinsic variation in task preferences or responsiveness may be amplified into large differences in task repertoires and in the frequency of task performance (30, 77) .
The idea that variation in task performance is driven by differences in response thresholds is not new; it appeared at least as early as Wilson's work in 1976 (122) . However, these models differ from earlier theoretical approaches to colony organization in that they identify variation in this worker-environment interaction as a primary driving force in colony social organization. Robinson (88) explicitly invoked changes in response thresholds with age to explain temporal polyethism in honey bees. Calabi (11) and Robinson & Page (78, 93) independently presented verbal response threshold models. The response threshold concept and models have been the subject of several recent reviews (3, 5, 7) .
Mathematical Treatments of the Response Threshold Models
The response threshold model, with emphasis on the negative feedback loop, was formally modeled by Page & Mitchell (76, 77) . They set up a network of N individuals and K tasks, assuming universal connectivity so that each worker was affected by the behavior of every other worker. They performed simulation tests of their model in which they exposed workers individually to a stimulus environment for either one task (76) or two tasks (77) . Workers were switched "on" for a task if the environment exceeded their intrinsic thresholds. When workers performed a task, stimulus levels were ratcheted down, and if not then stimulus levels were increased. The model achieved a stable equilibrium when the number of workers performing a task matched the stimulus level for the task and when individual workers maintained constant task performance probabilities. This equilibrium state was based on, and qualitatively matches, the homeostatic patterns of task allocation to pollen foraging by honey bees (31, 33) . When they perturbed away from this equilibrium, colonies returned to a steady state in which individuals returned to their prior task state. The equilibrium itself was affected by the mean and variance of thresholds in the colony (76, 77) .
Bonabeau et al (6, 7) built an analytical model using assumptions similar to those of Page & Mitchell (76) . Their model included variation in thresholds for performing a task, in which individual i was assigned a probability T θ ij of performing task j, given a stimulus level s and a response threshold θ , so that
. Colony stimulus levels were constantly incremented by a factor δ but were decremented by performance of the task. Because the increment exceeded task performance effects, the model did not generate an equilibrium state. However, it did generate expected changes in task performance in relation to changes in the proportion of individuals with low vs high thresholds that quantitatively matched empirical data on grooming and social contact in the ant genus Pheidole (124).
Bonabeau et al extended their model in several ways, including allowing the perception of a stimulus to depend on a worker's current task, as would be the case for spatially localized tasks. Given this assumption, the model yields a weak temporal polyethism and can also account for variation in behavioral development in a colony in which thresholds vary due to genetic effects (7).
Building on Response Threshold Models
Threshold models focus on a specific, limited part of the process that leads to worker task performance, and they incorporate numerous simplifying assumptions. For example, most models assume that thresholds are fixed. There is evidence that response thresholds for some stimuli can vary considerably over the lifetime of the worker (81) , and this is likely to be true for task-related stimuli. The self-reinforcement model integrates experiencebased variation in task performance into a threshold model (109) . FFW and social inhibition models provide alternative mechanisms for changes in task performance, but which can potentially be integrated with variation in response threshold models (7, 36, 49, 50, 108, 112) .
To actually implement a threshold model, one must make assumptions about how response thresholds are distributed in the worker population. For example, Robinson & Page (93) assumed normal distributions. However as Fewell & Bertram (29) (information transfer model, below) demonstrate, the phenotypic distribution for task performance can strongly affect how variation in individual-worker behavior integrates into colony-level behavior. Another issue is how the stimuli for a given task are perceived. For most tasks the actual stimulus is not known, and so most threshold models do not address this issue.
Mechanisms for transmitting information about task opportunity and nestmate task performance must also be considered. Where threshold models make any assumptions about encounter patterns between workers and tasks, threshold models generally assume that all workers are equally likely to encounter all tasks (7) . Thus the effects of the spatial distribution of tasks and of worker movements need to be added. To bridge the gap between individual rules and colony behavior, some or all of these assumptions may need to be made more realistic.
Typical task repertoires of social insect colonies range from 20-40 tasks (73), but no threshold models yet have considered more than three (7, 77) . Thus, the central question still remains of how much of the organization within a complex social group can be explained by variation in response thresholds alone.
Many properties of threshold models remain to be explored. Beshers et al (3) discussed extensions of the response threshold concept, including the organization of thresholds within an individual and the distribution of thresholds across an entire colony, how the threshold distribution might affect measures of colony performance, and how modulation of response thresholds could be used to improve colony performance.
Integrated Threshold-Information Transfer Model
Fewell & Bertram (29) developed an analytical model which they integrated between the questions of (a) how do workers receive information about a task, and (b) how does variation in stimulus perception affect worker task performance. They began with the basic assumption of the threshold model that workers perform a task when the stimulus they encounter matches an intrinsic threshold. Both the threshold distribution for a task and the process by which workers perceived the task stimulus could be varied in the model. Threshold distributions were genetically based. The distribution of thresholds in the colony was based on the number of loci coding for the threshold and varied from bimodal (a single locus effect with dominance) to normal (multiple loci with purely additive effects). Workers could perceive task needs either directly, by random encounters with tasks distributed normally in space, or via social information transfer, in which all workers received the information concurrently.
Fewell & Bertram (29) used the information transfer model to predict colonylevel response patterns to graded changes in stimulus levels for a given task. For all but one combination of threshold distribution and stimulus perception mechanism, the number of individuals performing the task increased gradually in response to increases in task stimulus levels. The model predicted that a normally distributed pattern of task thresholds would generate a graded response, independently of how individuals received information about a task. However, the combination of bimodally distributed threshold phenotypes and simultaneous information transfer generated a step-wise colony response. The number of workers performing the task remained low until a set-point was reached, at which the stimulus matched the thresholds of workers with higher thresholds. At this point the colony responded immediately by increasing task performance. This response prediction is similar to that of the information center model of recruitment (100) in which social information transfer is used as the major mechanism for transmitting a task stimulus. However, the information center model assumes no explicit genetic effects on task performance.
Self-Reinforcement Models
Another group of models asks whether division of labor can be generated by the effects of experience. Self-reinforcement is a postulated mechanism in which successful performance of a task increases the probability of performing that task again, while unsuccessful performance or lack of opportunity reduces the probability of performance (24, 84, 109) . This is similar to the concept of task fixation (35, 114) . It has been suggested (105) that self-reinforcement can potentially explain the occurrence of specialists and generalists in a wide variety of biological systems.
This mechanism can lead to the development of task specialists. Deneubourg et al (24) used a self-reinforcement model to show how foraging specializations could develop that matched food location and quantity. They suggested also that self-reinforcement, coupled with natural variation in worker age, could account for temporal polyethism. Plowright & Plowright (84) used a self-reinforcement simulation to generate elitism (73) , in which some workers perform a particular task at very high frequencies. In their simulations, the probability of performing a task was affected by both the external stimulus environment (E) and internal reinforcement (I ), according to the equation P = 1 − e −IKE (with K as a constant). Workers were given initial random probabilities of encountering tasks, and I was incremented when tasks were performed. When conditions were set at an intermediate level of low but positive feedback, the frequency of task performance became bimodally distributed so that workers were either task specialists or inactive.
Theraulaz et al (109) obtained similar results with a model derived from the fixed-threshold model of Bonabeau et al (6, 7). Individuals were assigned task performance probabilities as described by Bonabeau et al (7) . However, when a worker performed a task the response threshold θ was reduced by a "learning" factor t, where t is the time period over which the worker performed the task. When the task was not performed within t, θ was increased by a "forgetting" factor σ t. From an initial condition in which workers had equal thresholds, they obtained worker groups that specialized on different tasks and adjusted activity levels according to the task on which they specialized. The simulated colonies also showed flexibility; when specialists for one task were removed, other workers began to perform that task.
Self-Reinforcement and Social Dominance
Variation in task performance is often correlated with dominance, particularly in social insect colonies in which reproductive division of labor is not absolute (47, 53, 69, 85, 86, 110, 111) . Social dominance can lead to division of labor by a mechanism analogous to selfreinforcement. Hogeweg & Hesper (44, 45) and Theraulaz et al (109) found that simulated colonies could generate self-organized hierarchical structures that were correlated with differences in spatial fidelity and task performance. They both began with populations of identical individuals (with the exception of the bumblebee queen) and random encounters among workers. The dominance status of workers changed on the basis of encounters by positive feedback; the dominant individual in an encounter became more dominant and the subordinate became less dominant. The models generated stable hierarchies, in which females that dominated in early encounters became and remained the most dominant females.
These patterns of dominance parallel the division of labor generated by selfreinforcement, and they lead to division of labor if dominance is linked to task performance. The link can be direct, for example by affecting task responsiveness, or it can be made indirectly through restrictions on access to tasks that are localized in the nest (44, 85, 110, 111) . However, in a recent paper, Bonabeau et al (9) cautioned that it may be more realistic to assume intrinsic variation in dominance among reproductive females and that self-reinforcement may enhance dominance hierarchies, but it need not be invoked to explain their existence.
Foraging for Work
The FFW model shows how a flexible division of labor with temporal polyethism could emerge from a simple algorithm for individual task performance that is not causally related to worker age or size (112, 113) . FFW has two main components, a behavioral algorithm for task performance and a spatial arrangement of tasks. The algorithm is (a) perform any task for which there is a need, (b) once a task is performed, continue to perform the same task, (c) if this task no longer needs to be done, move to another area of the nest and attempt to perform tasks there.
Tasks are arranged spatially in a series of zones (a given task can be performed in only one zone). In the model the zones are arranged linearly; this is a simplification of the radial or concentric arrangement of many ant nests, in which the queen, brood, and young workers are found in the center and older workers at the periphery, and the oldest workers may leave the nest to forage.
Tasks are connected functionally in a production line. The input for one task is the output from another, so that the opportunity to perform a task depends on the activity of other workers upstream in the sequence. The zone in which an ant seeks work depends on how many times she fails to find the task for her current zone (z), the relative number of ants performing the upstream task (z − 1), and the availability of the downstream task (z + 1) (112).
FFW assumes no intrinsic variation in task preference among workers (112) . Heterogeneity in task performance is generated by variation in the spatial encounter probabilities for tasks [external factors (Figure 1) ]. Individual workers in FFW can appear to be specialists that repeat a single task or generalists that move from one zone to another seeking work (112, 113) , but as worker repertoires are externally determined, any "specialization" or "generalization" is unlikely to persist. Because changes in task performance are driven entirely by the opportunity to perform a task, FFW generates flexible task allocation that varies directly in response to changes in task needs (36, 112) .
FFW can theoretically also generate temporal polyethism. New workers emerge on the brood pile and initially seek work in that area. The influx of young workers tends to force older workers to move centrifugally to find tasks, and older workers suffer mortality, generating a work sink in the areas in which they are located (112) . The result is a correlation between distance from the nest center (and the corresponding task zone) and worker age.
FFW has been controversial (36, 37, 91, 94, 115) . Critiques have asserted that its assumption of no intrinsic effects on task performance is violated by the clear physiological correlates of temporal polyethism that have been identified (91) . The level of temporal polyethism that FFW can actually generate has also been disputed (94) . Additionally, the argument has been made that a single behavioral algorithm is unlikely to explain division of labor that has evolved in many different ecological contexts (115) . To some extent these criticisms reflect different priorities of the authors and differing views on the importance of modeling. However, despite these often legitimate criticisms, foraging for work remains an important model. It sets up a baseline expectation of what level of task organization might occur within a social group in the absence of selection effects on intrinsic mechanisms for worker task performance.
Foraging for Work and Threshold Models
The FFW and threshold models differ in their assumptions and explanatory goals; despite this, they come to similar and important conclusions. Patterns of division of labor can be generated from a combination of simple rule sets and random variation (in either task encounter or performance threshold). The resulting interactions between individual workers and their environment produce global patterns of division of labor. Both models also accomplish the seemingly paradoxical task of generating colony task structures that show strong task specialization, but that can also respond quickly and flexibly to changes in task need.
How then, do the emergent properties of the models vary? Temporal polyethism can in principle be explained by changes in response thresholds as workers age, but response threshold models do not by themselves explain temporal polyethism. FFW suggests that a component of spatial organization of tasks may be sufficient to generate temporal polyethism even with fixed thresholds and may in any case be an important component of real systems.
On the other hand, threshold models explain a ubiquitous and often puzzling component of task structure, the presence of a large number of unproductive ("lazy") workers, generated as a byproduct of variation in thresholds (29, 76) . According to FFW all workers should either be performing or seeking tasks. Tofts (112) noted that this parameter can be modified to incorporate a subset of lazy workers which perform only one task (idle). However, this violates the assumption of initial homogeneity in task response and must be added as a special case. As noted by Tofts (112) the process of task decision making in FFW can be amended to incorporate learning, strengthening the degree of specialization. It would additionally be possible to merge a spatial FFW model with variation in task thresholds (7). However, although Bonabeau et al (7) argued that FFW is a special case of the threshold model, FFW makes specific assumptions about locational effects on task opportunity that have not been incorporated into a threshold model. A truly integrated model incorporating our current understanding of variation in task thresholds and spatial effects on task performance has yet to be constructed.
Social Inhibition Models
Social inhibition models explain temporal polyethism as an interaction between an intrinsic process of behavioral development and inhibitory effects of other workers (2, 50) . Thus, these models are concerned with the behavioral state of a worker (the internal physiological state as it relates to task performance) and with the external factor of worker-worker interactions (Figure 1) .
The first social inhibition model, the "activator-inhibitor" model (48, 49) , postulated that honey bees have an intrinsic activator that promotes behavioral development from in-hive tasks to foraging. The activator was initially associated with juvenile hormone (JH), for which blood titers correlate strongly with behavioral ontogeny from in-hive tasks to foraging (50) (51) (52) . Under the influence of the activator alone, all workers would quickly mature into foragers. An inhibitor transferred from foragers to younger workers opposes the effects of the activator and suppresses their behavioral development. This leads to a stable balance of hive workers and foragers. If foragers are lost there will be less inhibition and more hive workers will mature into foragers. If there are too many foragers, inhibition will be stronger and delay the maturation of hive workers, even causing foragers to revert to the hive-worker state. The model shows how colony demography can be used to predict the age at which a worker first forages, a key measure of temporal polyethism, whether this age is within the normal range or abnormally young or old, or whether a forager reverts to within-hive tasks (49) .
"Activator-inhibitor" is no longer an appropriate name for this model, because it has been shown that JH does not play the activator role assigned to it in the original model (107) (see below, evidence for the social inhibition model). "Social inhibition" is a more appropriate name, because worker-worker inhibitory effects are well documented (48) (49) (50) .
Beshers et al (2) value of x in the colony). The model consists of rules for mapping a worker's x at time (t) to x at (t + 1). Essentially, the model describes a set of trajectories for behavioral development that are intrinsically determined and that are responsive to the social environment. Simulations show that, for any number of hive workers and foragers in the initial condition, the colony goes to a stable balance of hive workers and foragers and that any set of workers, even if they are initially identical, differentiates into hive workers and foragers. This model confirms that the social inhibition mechanism can explain the generation and maintenance of a division of labor in which task performance is correlated with age. A similar model of temporal polyethism in the primitively eusocial wasp Ropalidia marginata has been presented by Naug & Gadagkar (67) . The model incorporates an activator-inhibitor mechanism in which each worker has two pools of a chemical inhibitor, one that affects its own behavioral state and one that it transfers to other workers that it encounters. The effect of inhibition on a worker's behavioral state is determined by the ratio of its own activator to the quantity of inhibitor it receives from other workers. Like the Beshers et al (2) model, it generates patterns of individual temporal polyethism coupled with a dynamically stable allocation of workers to different tasks.
The social inhibition models are compatible with a basic colony structure generated by variation in individual task thresholds. However social inhibition models differ from other division-of-labor models because they specifically address the issue of how worker behavioral states are regulated. As currently presented, response thresholds cannot explain temporal polyethism without additionally considering the mechanisms for changing worker thresholds as they age. Social inhibition provides such a mechanism. In addition, the organization of the worker force that results from social inhibition is not immediately affected by task needs and this may allow a colony to flexibly respond to changing conditions while maintaining the integrity of its organization (50, 78) .
Network Models of Task Allocation
Gordon et al (42) and Pacala et al (74) used models to explore how task allocation and the dynamics of colony behavior can be explained by simple interactions among workers [external effects (Figure 1) ]. These models assume no intrinsic differences among workers; instead, changes in task allocation result from simple interactions among workers that effectively communicate information about the number of workers that are active or inactive for a given task.
In the network model presented by Gordon et al (42) workers can perform one of four tasks, and for each task they can be active or inactive, a total of eight states. Worker interactions are biased toward information transfer with workers in the same task group and are dependent on whether the worker is currently active or inactive. For example (if one task in the model is identified with midden work), an active midden worker interacts with all other active ants and with inactive midden workers, whereas an inactive midden worker interacts with only active and inactive BESHERS FEWELL midden workers. Worker behavior in each iteration is determined by comparing a linear combination of these interactions with a threshold value. Interactions among workers move the system toward a stable set-point in which there is a balance of active and inactive workers for each task and among the workers allocated to each of the four tasks. Pacala et al (74) , building on the results with the network model, developed a set of differential-equation models to investigate the effects of social group size on task allocation. In their models, individuals receive information about task needs (a) directly from the environment, (b) through their success or failure in finding task opportunities, and (c) through random encounters with other group members. Again, colonies can allocate workers in relation to the need for each task and can adjust the allocation in response to environmental changes. Larger groups track environmental change more efficiently because of a higher rate of information collection and frequency of interactions, suggesting that information flow may favor the evolution of increased colony size. However, as colony size increases, the rate of interactions grows faster than the rate of information collection from the environment. Colonies could keep these two components of information flow in balance by regulating the frequency of interactions among workers (74) .
Although the goals of the network and FFW models differ, they share the view that division of labor can be generated or maintained via changes in the local information encountered by an individual worker. This local information is in turn affected by availability and performance of other tasks, causing workers to move into or out of particular "task spaces." The network model presents perhaps a more accurate view of how task spaces are arranged, as connecting networks rather than as a linear arrangement. However, it lacks the self-organizational properties of the FFW model. Recent work on social resilience, the ability of colonies to reestablish their spatial organization after disturbance or nest moving (102, 103) , may provide an approach that will allow integration of these perspectives.
MODELS AND EMPIRICAL EVIDENCE
In this section we discuss empirical evidence bearing on the models and evaluate the contributions and the limitations of each model type. When possible, we address the evidence relating to specific hypotheses incorporated into each model.
Response Threshold Model
The response threshold model relies on the fundamental assumption that workers vary intrinsically in task preference. Genotypic variation is associated with task performance in a diversity of social insect taxa (68, 70, 72, 78, 104, 106) . These experiments have primarily identified family or subfamily (patriline) differences in task performance, leading to the criticism that they do not establish a causal relationship between genotype and task preference (10) . However, selection experiments on pollen and nectar collection in honey bees have demonstrated a strong causal link between genotype and worker foraging-task choice (32, 43, 75) .
The response threshold model makes the prediction that under conditions of low stimulus for a given task a relatively narrow genotypic subset of the colony should perform the task (those with the lowest thresholds), but as stimuli increase, a wider genotypic diversity of individuals should perform the task (31, 93) . Consistent with this, Fewell & Page (31) found that under conditions of high pollen stores (low foraging stimulus) one focal genotypic group dominated the pollen-foraging population. When stores were removed workers from the other focal groups significantly increased in number. Similar results have been shown in subsequent experiments (29, 32) .
Evidence supporting the prediction that the diversity of the group performing a task should increase with increasing stimuli also comes from caste studies in ants. The organization of prey retrieval in the ant Pheidole pallidula appears to be based in part on differences in response thresholds to recruitment displays between minor and major workers (25) . Only minor workers are recruited to patches of small prey that can be carried individually, but more vigorous displays are used to recruit major workers to large prey that must be dissected before being retrieved. This suggests that major workers have higher thresholds for responding to recruitment than the minors. The same difference between major and minor workers was found in the context of responding to recruitment for colony defense (26) .
Results from a study of nest emigrations of the ant Tapinoma erraticum suggest that individual variation in response thresholds could explain the division of labor observed during emigrations (63) . For a set of experimental colonies, repeated trials showed that a small group of workers in each colony consistently participated in brood transport during emigration, suggesting intrinsic differences among the workers. However, when these workers were removed, other workers in the same colony replaced them as transporters. When the experimental colonies were divided and reassembled into new colonies containing either all transporters or no transporters, the same proportion of workers transported brood during emigrations as in the original colonies. This is consistent with the interpretation that all workers are potential transporters, and in each colony the "specialists" are the workers with the lowest thresholds for transporting.
The same patterns of task response have not been reported universally for all tasks. Robinson & Page (90) examined the behavioral responses of workers in honey bee hives when the subset of workers that undertake (remove dead bees) was eliminated. As predicted, undertakers represented a genetically differentiated subgroup in the colony. However, contrary to expectations, other workers did not move into the undertaker task group, and the dead bees were left in the hive. Why did this occur? For a rare task such as undertaking, most workers may have very high thresholds and never perform the task. Or removal of the undertakers may not have caused stimulus levels to increase, as the number of dead bees (the stimulus) did not change. A further interesting possibility is that there were workers that could have removed the dead bees but did not because they were more responsive to stimuli for different tasks and that within each worker response thresholds are arranged in a hierarchy that reflects colony-level task priorities (90) .
If task specialization is an emergent property based on variance in task thresholds, as suggested by the response threshold model, then we should expect that it will appear in any social group with variation in individual task preference. Sakagami & Maeta (95) created artificial social groups in the normally solitary carpenter bee Ceratina flavipes. They were able to establish tolerant pairs ofqueens in only five nests, but in each of those nests, the queens showed reproductive division of labor, in which one queen laid eggs and guarded the nest and the other queen foraged.
Fewell & Page (30) created artificial social groups of normally solitary ant queens, which they placed in dirt chambers and allowed to excavate nests. In these pairs, one queen consistently became the excavator specialist. They could predict which one would become the task specialist based on the queen's behavior while solitary or in previous pairs, suggesting that task specialization emerges from intrinsic differences in behavior. The emergence of task performance in these groups involved negative feedback; excavating queens did not vary rates of task performance between solitary and social contexts, but the queens that became "non-excavators" significantly decreased excavation rates when paired with an excavating partner. There was no evidence of self-reinforcement in this system; the behavior of the task specialist remained constant from a solitary to social context. Actual measurements of response thresholds are few. There are no measurements of individual worker thresholds for responding to stimuli known to elicit the performance of a task. In theory individual response thresholds could be estimated from individual frequencies of performing a task or from the probability of responding to a stimulus by performing the task. Page et al (81) measured response thresholds to sucrose solutions of various concentrations in honey bees; individual thresholds were shown to be closely correlated with the forager's preference for nectar or pollen with pollen foragers having lower thresholds than nectar foragers. Response thresholds in workers that were not yet foraging were shown to correlate with later resource preferences and selectivity when these same workers began to forage (83) . The direct role of the sucrose response threshold in the decision of a worker to forage is not known.
Temporal polyethism can be explained by response thresholds that change over the lifetime of the worker. Several studies show that responsiveness of honey bee workers to pheromones can change with age (1, 21, 87 ). These experiments all tested the responsiveness of groups of workers; in fact, single worker bees do not respond at all to alarm pheromone, so their responsiveness can only be studied in a social context (87) .
Threshold-Information Transfer Model
Fewell & Bertram (29) applied their model to pollen foraging in honey bees. They varied the stimulus for this task by adding or subtracting from the colony's pollen stores (29) . Colonies responded to changes in pollen stores in a stepwise manner, rapidly increasing or decreasing pollen foraging as stores moved past a specific set point. These shifts in foraging activity were accompanied by changes in the genotypic diversity of the pollen-foraging population, as predicted by a threshold model.
These results match the predictions of the model for the combination of a bimodal threshold distribution and simultaneous information encounter. Resource preference in honey bees shows phenotypic dominance for nectar (versus pollen) foraging, resulting in discrete groups of nectar and pollen foragers (32) . The mechanisms for regulating pollen foraging are not yet completely understood, but social communication could be involved (17, but see 27) . This suggests that the assumption of simultaneous information encounter also holds and that information about pollen stores may be propagated very quickly through the colony.
Similar stepwise changes in foraging have been seen in response to graded changes in nectar quality (99, 100) , suggesting that a similar model may apply to this task. Forager genotypes were not determined in these studies.
Self-Reinforcement Models
Bonabeau et al (7) and Theraulaz et al (109) emphasize that individual thresholds do not have to be rigidly fixed, but instead they may be altered by experience. The effect of task performance on individual thresholds has not to our knowledge been directly tested. However there are some suggestive results from responses of honey bee foragers to changing stimulus levels. Fewell & Page (32) varied quality and the need for pollen in honey bee colonies and tracked the resource preferences of individually marked foragers. As expected, new foragers were recruited into the nectar-and pollen-foraging populations as need and availability increased, but those workers already engaged in pollen or nectar foraging did not switch between tasks after they began collecting one resource and the stimuli for that resource were reduced. Instead, they stopped foraging. This fidelity cannot be completely explained by genetic variation. If it could, we would expect that workers recruited into one task when stimuli for that task were extremely high should move from that task group into the other when stimuli were reversed. A more parsimonious explanation may be that collection of one resource is self-reinforcing and that a period of decay (in which stimuli for that task remain low and performance of the task is "forgotten") is required for task switching.
Social Dominance
Social dominance rank has been found to be correlated with task performance in bumble bees (47) , in the ponerine ants Pachycondyla (53) and Odontomachus (85) , and in the wasp genera Polistes (86, 111) and Mischocyttarus (69). It is not known whether dominance is the only cause of division of labor in these species or if other mechanisms are also involved.
Foraging for Work
The FFW algorithm has two main parts: workers repeat the same task when possible, and they actively seek work when they are left without a task to perform. There is no direct experimental evidence that social insect workers behave according to the FFW algorithm, in part because the system set up by the algorithm is not meant to completely duplicate the complexity of an eusocial insect colony.
An implicit assumption of FFW is that workers are intrinsically identical and that worker task performance depends on opportunity rather than on intrinsic task preferences (36). However, in those species in which behavioral variation has been examined there is evidence for intrinsic variation in response to the colony environment (discussed under response threshold and social inhibition models). Not all workers encountering a task opportunity respond equally. Julian & Cahan (58) placed ant corpses into colonies of individually marked leaf-cutter ants (Acromyrmex versicolor) and found that, although >80% of the workers encountered the corpses, only a small percentage of the workers responded by carrying them out of the nest. Workers that removed corpses more frequently also completed the task faster, suggesting a link between specialization and efficiency. A similar effect was observed in honey bees: Workers experienced at removing corpses did so faster than workers removing corpses for the first time, though after removal of the first corpse, further experience had little effect on performance (116) .
The second main component of FFW is the assumption that tasks are spatially localized within the nest and that there is often a radial-symmetry component to nest organization. As a consequence of FFW, young workers are expected to be at the center of the nest near the brood and older workers more towards the nest periphery. Consistent with this, harvester ant nests (genus Pogonomyrmex) show spatial stratification in which younger workers are found near the bottom of nests and older workers are found higher and nearer the entrance (62) . Tasks are also spatially arranged in Leptothorax unifasciatus nests (101) . However younger workers move extensively through the nest area but avoid the entrance, a detail not specifically expected from a simple FFW algorithm. Older workers show social resilience, in which they returned to specific spatial locations within the nest after displacement (102) . Although these data suggest that spatial dynamics play a potentially important role in task structure, the basic FFW algorithm does not incorporate this level of spatial fidelity. However, the model could certainly be modified to incorporate social resilience (102, 103) and doing so would likely increase the levels of task specialization generated.
Our understanding of the spatial geometry of task information flow within some social insect societies argues against a simple task encounter-based model of temporal polyethism. Leaf-cutter workers show a pattern of in-nest to outside-nest task performance. However foragers deliver plant material to the fungus-brood area, located in the center of the nest (57) . Thus, contact between foragers and other workers is not spatially limited to the nest entrance. Honey bees exchange information about nectar and pollen availability from the hive entrance, but they gain information about colony need from diverse areas in the hive through contact with brood, pollen, nurse bees (who process pollen), and nectar receivers (16, 17, 22) . Camazine et al (17) found that pollen foragers actually change locations within the hive under conditions of increased pollen need, moving away from the entrance and into the upper chambers. By doing so, they increase contact with nurse bees that digest and distribute pollen.
In contrast, the structure of information flow for some wasp task sets may fit the linear dynamics of the FFW model well. Nest construction in Polybia occidentalis wasps involves three tasks, wood-pulp foraging, nest building, and water foraging. Activity levels in each of these three tasks are regulated via interactions with individuals in the other task group, and information flow is in part linear. For example, only builders receive information about nest damage (56) .
FFW shows that temporal polyethism need not require age-related differences in the mechanisms of task choice, and by pushing the limits of a model with no intrinsic variation among workers it has expanded the range of possible explanations for division of labor. In addition, although much evidence shows that there are indeed intrinsic differences among workers, it is not known exactly how internal and external factors interact to yield division of labor, nor is it known how the physiological correlates of division of labor are expressed behaviorally. For example, temporal polyethism could be explained, at least in part, by age-related preferences for location within the nest, which then determine the task stimuli to which a worker is exposed. Such a hypothesis would combine features of both FFW and social inhibition models.
Social Inhibition Models
Several lines of evidence have demonstrated how the presence of older foraging bees affects behavioral development, a core argument of the social inhibition model (48) (49) (50) . The proportion of bees that become foragers is indirectly related to the number of older bees present in the colony (49) , and removal of foragers decreases the age at which younger bees become foragers (61) . These data are consistent with both the social inhibition and FFW models. However when a group of older foragers is moved into a colony of younger workers, the transition to foraging by the younger resident bees is delayed relative to that in similar colonies with no older workers. This occurs even when the transplanted foragers are not allowed to forage (48) . Additionally, bees reared initially in social isolation show high rates of JH biosynthesis and forage precociously when introduced into a colony (48) . These data are consistent with a social inhibition model, but they do not fit FFW or network models, in which changes in task distribution (rather than colony age structure) affect polyethism.
A number of studies have demonstrated a correlation between JH titers and temporal changes from in-hive tasks to foraging in this system (28, 50, 55, 87, 88) . Precocious foragers have high JH titers, whereas foragers that have reverted to nursing have reduced titers (89) . Treatment of workers with JH, JH analogs, or JH BESHERS FEWELL mimics accelerates the transition to foraging (28, 50, 54, 55) . Methoprene injection (a JH mimic) also accelerates temporal polyethism in wasps (71) , although a similar effect has not been found for bumble bees (20) . JH is not an activator, however. It is not required for behavioral maturation; when the corpora allata (the glandular source of JH) of young bees are removed shortly after eclosion, the bees still become foragers, although they do so later than control workers (107) . Also, because workers with their corpora allata removed forage sooner when reared in single-cohort colonies than in normal colonies, it is clear that JH does not mediate a worker's response to change in the social environment (107) .
The social inhibition models argue that temporal polyethism is causally mediated by physiological and specifically hormonal factors. Is there evidence that age can causally affect task performance? Calderone (13) controlled for environmental effects on task ontogeny by incubating honey bee workers separately and introducing them to a host hive simultaneously with workers of the same genotype but of younger age. He found significant differences between age cohorts in performance of multiple tasks, suggesting that task choice is at least in part developmentally driven. In similar studies, Calderone & Page (14) and Page et al (79) found that older workers show higher tendencies to forage, again independently of colony environment.
Although the social inhibition model provides a good fit with our empirical understanding of honey bee age polyethism (50, 51) , some crucial questions remain. There is good correlational evidence for physiological effects on temporal polyethism, but the mechanism for inhibition is less clear. One inhibitory factor has been identified: Queen mandibular pheromone (QMP) inhibits worker behavioral development (82) . But it is clear that QMP is not the primary inhibitor in the social inhibition mechanism, because worker-worker inhibition does not depend on the presence of the queen (48) .
Network Models of Task Allocation
Like FFW, network models are based around information transfer across and within task groups, and so the evidence for spatial arrangement of tasks presented in FFW (see above) is relevant also to networks. The network model also predicts that perturbation of the number of workers in one task group should affect the numbers of workers in other tasks as well, so that the system "emphasizes" one or more of the "unperturbed" tasks, as well as the perturbed task before re-stabilizing. Gordon (38) (39) (40) found such an interaction between task groups in colonies of the harvester ant Pogonomyrmex barbatus. When she manipulated the nest surface to increase the need for nest maintenance, colonies also reduced the number of active foragers, even though they represented a separate task group (38) .
This connection between tasks is not always present. Although pollen and nectar foraging co-vary genetically in honey bees (32, 75) , colonies regulate pollen and nectar intake independently. Pollen foraging is regulated homeostatically around levels of pollen and brood in the colony (33, 34) . However, nectar foraging is relatively insensitive to hive conditions and instead seems to be positively regulated around nectar availability (99) . Furthermore, changes in allocation to one task do not seem to affect the other. Variation in colony pollen stores produces changes both in the proportion of foragers collecting pollen and in individual pollen-foraging effort, but it has no effect on allocation to nectar foraging or individual nectar-foraging rates (33) .
CONCLUSIONS
Modeling of division of labor is still in an early stage. These mechanistic and often self-organizational models of division of labor have begun to show us the colonylevel patterns of division of labor that can result from simple individual behavioral rules. In doing so, they provide us with an understanding of the underlying organizational framework on which selection can act. As shown in Figure 1 , the models that researchers have developed independently often target different components of the processes generating division of labor. Thus, one of our primary goals should be to broaden the integrative scope of these models. As discussed above, there is considerable opportunity for integration among the approaches currently used. Combining assumptions and comparing between modeling techniques will likely move our understanding of behavioral complexity forward in a synergistic manner.
Have these models been useful in terms of improving our understanding of social complexity? There is no doubt that this is the case. Models should become indispensable in this field, because they allow us to relate causes and patterns from the individual to colony level that cannot be generated by intuitive approaches alone. One area that needs to be further developed is relating the behavioral programs of workers not only to patterns of behavior but to colony efficiency and other performance measures. Progress in this area could lead to a revitalization of ergonomic studies that explore how efficiency results from the organization of a colony as well as from the task efficiency of individual workers.
To date, the models have been "exploratory"; they are designed to reveal the consequences of specific assumptions about individual task performance. Exploratory models can sometimes reveal important general principles. More often, in the process of modeling a question arises for which no relevant data exist. Thus, exploratory models can suggest new hypotheses.
Ultimately, the promise of models is that they can be "explanatory"; they can generate predictions that can be tested with experimental data. Few models have yet been tested against quantitative data, although quantitative expectations are presented in some models (e.g. 6, 29). In part, this is due to the lack of suitable data for comparisons, and another function of exploratory models will be to show what kinds of data will be most useful.
Although quantitative explanatory models may be some years away, we suggest that progress can be made by recognizing that models usually incorporate several hypotheses. For explanatory power, models should be as broad and integrative as possible. Hypotheses, in contrast, need to be narrow and focused so that they can be empirically tested. Development of rigorous and successful explanatory models will require that models be statistically compared to the data, that authors be as specific as possible about their goals in developing and using a model and about the power and limitations of their specific models, and that the assumptions of each model be specifically stated and discussed. For example, several types of models explicitly assume that all workers in a colony are identical without discussing the usefulness or ramifications of such an assumption.
Bonabeau et al (7) have shown how some of the models are related to one another and advocated more explicit statements about strengths and weaknesses by the authors of models.
Modeling the Mechanisms and Evolution of Division of Labor
Models of self-organization are especially valuable to studies of the evolution of social complexity. Although selection undoubtedly shapes social organization, it acts on a social unit that already has intrinsic properties. Some of the fundamental properties of social organization, including division of labor, are likely present at the origins of sociality (30, 80) . They are not necessarily produced via selection, though they may be subsequently molded by selection. Mechanistic models of social organization allow us to separate out the components of this process, by identifying general emergent properties, and assess how selection and self-organization interact to produce the complex behavioral properties of social insect colonies.
The mechanisms of division of labor are not yet completely identified, but the efforts of many authors, working independently and in parallel, are beginning to reveal the outlines of a network of causes that includes both internal and external factors. The internal factors shown in Figure 1 give us a preliminary picture of the "behavioral architecture" of a worker and how it leads to the decision to perform a task. Even such a preliminary picture can be a valuable guide to further research, and we expect the complexity of this diagram to grow rapidly with more sophistication of behavioral experiments and with the availability of improved genetic and neurobiological tools. For example, in honey bees, it is clear that the "behavioral state" of a worker involves at least two levels that affect task performance: the actual level at which task decisions are made, which may involve response thresholds, and the underlying level at which JH acts to modulate a worker's physiological state and cause it to focus on either foraging or within-hive tasks. Recent data strongly suggest that there is an intervening level of regulation in which the responsiveness of a worker can be modulated by brain levels of octopamine (97) .
Social insects are proving to be ideal systems for asking questions about the design and organization of biological systems. The organizing principles of social groups and organismal components are apparently analogous in many ways, but social insect colonies are easier to observe and manipulate than cellular or subcellular systems and offer greater opportunities for characterizing "individual" behavior. The increasing sophistication of models and techniques for studying the behavior and physiology of individual workers promises to stimulate a new wave of research and to make the study of social insect behavior broadly relevant within and beyond the traditional domains of biology.
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